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Many papers and books on the fractional calculus have bcen reported by tlie
author already. In this article, the set $\{\sqrt V^{v}\}$ of fractional calculus operator $\sqrt{}\psi^{v}$ is
discussed. And it is shown $tl\iota attl\iota e$ set $\{\mathcal{A}^{rv}\}$ is an Abelian product group for the
function $f\in F^{0}=\{f|0\neq|f_{v}|<\infty, v\in R\}$ , and for continuous index $v$
Moreover, $t1(\sqrt V^{\gamma}\}$ is a group acting $otJ$ a set $\oint$ wliere $v$ is tlie contiiiuous
index “ is shown, $i_{I1}$ Chapter 1.
In Chapter 2, the inverse of Nishimoto’s integral transformation is discussed.
Inverse of Goursat’s rransformation and that of Cauchy’s one are discussed as special
cases of that of Nishimoto’s transformation.
In Cliapter 3, soine applications of ilic $\alpha uthor’s$ fractional calculus to a geiieralized
higher order ordinary differential equation ($1lomoge\iota leous$ and nonliomogeiieous) are
sliown.
Cliapter 1. On tlie fractionaI $Ci\ddagger[culus$ operator $\prime r^{v}$
\S 0. Iiitroduction (Dcfiiiilion of $\Gamma^{t}ractioni\iota 1Calcul\iota ls$ )
(I) $Dr\Pi NITION$ . $(by K. Ni_{S}|_{l}imot\circ)$ $([1], [11] V\circ 1.1)$
Let $D=t_{-+}^{D,D\}},$ $C=t_{-+}^{C,C\}}$ ,
$C-$ be a curve along the cut joining two points $z$ and $-\infty+i{\rm Im}(z)$ ,
$C+$ bc a curve $alo\iota\iota g$ the cut joining two points $z$ and $\infty+i{\rm Im}(z)$ ,
$D-$ be a domain surroundcd $1$)$yC,$ $D$ bc a domain surrouiidcd by $C+\cdot$
(Here $D$ coiilains the points over $ti\iota b$ curve C).
Moreover, let $f=f(z)$ be a regular function in $D(z\in D)$ ,
$f_{v}=( \int)_{v}=_{c}(f)_{v}=\frac{\Gamma(v+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{c}\frac{f(\zeta)}{(\zeta-z)^{v\vdash 1}}d\zeta$ $(v\zeta Z^{-})$ , (1)
$(f)_{-m}= \lim_{varrow-m}(D_{v}$
$(n\iota\in Z^{+})$ , (2)
wlicre $-\pi\leq\arg(\zeta-z)\leq\pi$ for $C-,$ $0\leq\arg(\zeta-z)\leq 2\pi$ for $C+,$
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$\zeta\neq z$ , $z\in C$ , $v\in R$ , $\Gamma$ ; Gamma function,
lheii $( \int)_{v}$ is lhc fractional diIfcrintcgration of arbitrary order $v$ (derivatives of ordcr $v$ for
$v>0$ , aiid iiitegrals of order $-v$ for $v<0$), with rcspect to $z$ , of lhe function $f$, if $|(f)_{v}|<\infty$ .
Note 1. See $\Gamma^{\prec}igs$ . $1$ aiid 2 for thc integral curves $C-$ and $C+$’ and the domains $D-$ and $D+$
respeclively.
Note 2. More generally, if $f(z)$ is regular cxcept the singular points in a finite (or infnilc)
number and tlicre are no these singularilics inside $C$ and on $C$, then $f_{v}(z)$ can bc defned again
with lhe above dcf iiition.
Nole 3. If $f(z)$ is a many valued $i\cdot egular$ function, we will defne $f_{\nu}(z)$ for the principal
Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
values of $f(z)$ .
Nole 4. For the complex $v$ , we consider the principal value of it, and $f_{v}({\rm Re}(v)>0)$ is
lhe fractional derivalive of order ${\rm Re}(v)$ , and $f_{v}({\rm Re}(v)<0)$ is the fraclional integral of ordcr
$-{\rm Re}(v)$ , if $| \int_{v}|<\infty$ .
However, as a matter of convenience, we will assume tbat $v\in R$ in this paper.
Nole 5.
$f_{v}(z)= \frac{d^{v}}{dz^{v}}\int(z)$ and $\int_{-v}(z)=\int\int(z)(dz)^{v}$ for $v>0$ ,
where $v\in R$ .
$No\iota e6$ . Formula (1) is a complcx integral transformation of Mellin type.
$C$ : set of a coinplex number
$Z$ : set of an intcgcr (contains zcro)
$Z^{1}(=N)$ : set of a posilivc intcger
$Z^{-}$ : scl of a ncgative inlcger
Note 7. Notations
$R$ : set of a real number
$R^{+}:$ sct of a positive real number
$R^{-}$ : sct of a negative rcal number
(II) $r_{Ihe}$ set $\swarrow\Gamma$
Wc call $tlle\Gamma unction\int=\int(z)$ sucli that $| \int_{v}|<\infty$ in $D$ as fractional $di\ddagger Tcrintcgrablef\iota inctioils$
$[)yarl)i\downarrow r:iryor(lcrva1l(]$ dcnolc llic sct of $tllcm$ with a iiotation Pt $= \{\int||\int_{\nu}|<\infty, v\in R\}$ .
Thcn we have $| \int_{v}|<\infty\Leftrightarrow\int\in\swarrow\varpi$ (in $D$).
(IlI) Unifcation of integrations $al\iota ddiIferentiations$
Notice $t1_{1’}11tllc$ defnition (in tlie above dcscriplion) for our fractioiial calculus mcans llie
unifcation of $i\downarrow ltegrations$ and $diIfeieiltialions.$ Tliat is, thc formula (l)–having (2)–we can
uilify the iiilcgralions of arbitrary order and lhe differentiations of arbilrary order.
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\S 1. On $\{]1e$ friictional c$ $\iota$ lcuIus operator $V^{v}$
$Trir:ORLM1$ . Let $\int ractional$ calculus operator $(Nis/iimoto’s$ operator$)$ $JV^{v}$ be
$wlt/i$
$\sqrt r^{v}=(\frac{\Gamma(v+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{d\zeta}{(\zeta-z)^{v+1}})$ $(v\in Z^{-})$ $\{\begin{array}{l}Refe;.to\S 0.(l)\end{array}\}$ (1)
$\prime r^{-m}=\lim_{varrow-m}\sqrt r^{v}$
$(\prime n\in Z^{+})$ , (2)
$0’ ldd(\prime fmetl\downarrow ebi’\iota a’\cdot y$ operation $\circ as$
$\Lambda^{\gamma\beta}\circ\Lambda^{\Gamma^{a}}f=\sqrt r^{\beta_{/}}\psi^{\alpha}\int=\Lambda^{\gamma\beta}(\sqrt r^{\alpha}f)$ $(\alpha, /J\in R)$ , (3)
$tl\iota eiit/le$ set
$\{\Lambda^{rv}\}=\{J^{v}|v\in R\}$
is an $\Lambda belian$ prodnct group (liaving continuous iridex v) $w/iicli$ ftas the $in\nu e’\cdot setransfo’\cdot m$ operato’$\cdot$
$(\chi^{v})^{-1}=\sqrt r^{-v}$ to tlie fractional calculus operalor $\Lambda^{rv}$. for $t/le$ function $f$ snch $t/\iota at$
$\int\in\swarrow a^{L}=\{\int|0\neq|\int_{v}|<\infty, v\in R\}$ , where $\int=f(z)$ and $z\in C$. $(viz. -\infty<v<\infty)$ .
(For our convenience, we call $\Lambda^{\nearrow\beta_{\circ\sqrt{}}}\psi^{\alpha}$ as product of $\swarrow V^{\beta}$ and $\Lambda^{r\alpha}.$)
$P;oo \int$ Let $v,$ $\alpha,$ $\beta,$ $\gamma\in R$ in the following.
(i) Closurc; Since wc havc
$\nu\psi^{\beta}\Lambda^{\Gamma\propto}f=\Lambda(’/f)=J^{\beta}\int_{\alpha}=(\int_{\alpha})_{\beta}=\int_{\alpha+\beta}=\sqrt V^{\alpha+\beta}\int=\Lambda^{\Gamma\gamma}\int$, (5)
$w1Je1^{\cdot}e\alpha+/J=\gamma\in R$ , by the $ii_{1}dcx$ law ([11] Vol. ], pp. 41-45&[12] pp. 52-54), if
$\sqrt{}\psi^{\alpha}\int=\int_{\alpha}\neq 0$ , (6)
llence we have formally
$\Lambda^{\prime\beta}\Lambda^{\Gamma^{q}}=/V^{\alpha+\beta}=\Lambda^{r\gamma}\in\{\swarrow V^{v}\}$ (7)
from (5), for $\int\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ .
Note 1. We have
$/V^{\alpha} \int=/r^{\alpha}\int(z)=(\frac{\Gamma(\alpha+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{d\zeta}{(\zeta-z)^{\alpha\vdash 1}})\int(\zeta)$
$= \frac{\Gamma(\alpha+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{\int(\zeta)d\zeta.-}{(\zeta-z)^{\alpha^{\sim_{t}}1}}f_{\alpha}(z)=f_{\alpha}$ (8)
for $\int\in.0\nearrow^{L}$ .
Nole 2. $( \int_{\alpha})_{\beta}=\frac{\Gamma(\beta+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{\int_{\alpha}(t1)}{(1l-z)^{\beta+1}}d\eta$ (9)
$= \frac{\Gamma(\beta+1)\Gamma(\alpha+1)}{(2\pi\iota)^{2}}\int_{C}\int(\zeta)d\zeta\int_{C}\frac{d\eta}{(\zeta-1|)^{\alpha+1}(l|-z)^{\beta+1}}$ (10)
$= \frac{\Gamma(\alpha+\beta+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{\int(\zeta)d\zeta-}{(\zeta-z)^{\alpha+\beta+1}}\int_{\alpha+\beta}=\Lambda^{r\alpha+\beta}\int$ , (11)
where $|\Gamma(\alpha+\beta+1)/\Gamma(\alpha+1)\Gamma(\beta+1)|<\infty$ , if $\int\in\swarrow F$ . ([11] Vol. 1).
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(ii) Associative law; Since we have
$\Lambda^{rv}(\Lambda^{\prime\beta_{\sqrt{}}}l^{\prime^{\prime a}})f=/V^{\gamma}(\sqrt V^{\beta+\alpha}\int)=\sqrt r^{\gamma}f_{\alpha+\beta}=(\int_{a+\beta})_{v}=f_{\alpha 4\betacdot\gamma}=\Lambda^{\gamma\alpha+\rho\dashv-\gamma}f$ (12)
and
$(/V^{\gamma} \Lambda^{\Gamma}\beta)\Lambda^{\gamma\alpha}\int=\Lambda^{\Gamma\gamma+\rho}f_{\alpha}=(f_{\alpha})_{\gamma+\beta}=f_{\alpha+\beta+\gamma}=J^{\alpha+\beta+\gamma}\int$ (13)
by the index law, if $f_{\alpha} \cdot\int_{\alpha+\beta}\neq 0$ . Therefore we obtain fonnally
$\Lambda^{rv}(\Lambda^{r\beta}\Lambda^{\gamma\alpha})=(\Lambda^{r\gamma},V^{\beta})\Lambda^{\Gamma^{\alpha}}=\Lambda^{r\alpha+\beta+\gamma}\in\{\Lambda^{\prime V}\}$ (14)
from (12) $e\prime tnd(13)$ , for $\int\in\swarrow f$ .
(iii) Unit elemeiit; Since wc have
$\Lambda^{rv}\Lambda^{\gamma 0}f=\Lambda^{\gamma v+0}\int=\int_{v+0}=f_{v}=\Lambda^{\prime v}f$ (15)
and $\Lambda^{\gamma 0_{J}}V^{v}\int=\Lambda^{r0+v}\int=\int_{0+v}=\int_{v}=\swarrow V^{v}f$ , (16)
if $f\in {}_{\swarrow}P$ . $There\Gamma ore$ wc obtain
$\Lambda^{rv_{\sqrt{}}}r^{0}\int=\Lambda^{r0_{\sqrt{}}}\psi^{v}\int=\Lambda^{r^{\gamma}}\int$ (17)
from (15) and (16), hence formally
$\Lambda^{rv_{\sqrt{}}}r^{0_{=}}\prime V^{0_{Z}}V^{v}=\Lambda^{rv}$ (18)
from (17). Thcrefore, we havc formally
$\Lambda^{r^{0}}=1\in\{\swarrow V^{v}\}$ . (19)
That is, $\Lambda^{r^{0}}=1$ is lhe unit clement of lhe sct $\{.\parallel v\}$ for $\int\in\swarrow^{-}\neq$ .
(iv) Iiiverse clcment; Sincc wc have
$\parallel-v\Lambda^{\Gamma^{\backslash }\int/}=r^{-v}(x^{v}\int)=/V^{o}f=\int$ (20)
and $jV^{1’} \Lambda^{\Gamma^{-v}\int=}/V^{v}(\Lambda^{\gamma-v}f)=/V^{0}f=\int$, (21)
if $\Lambda^{rv}\int=\int_{v}\neq 0$ and $f^{-v}f= \int_{-v}\neq 0$ respective]y.
Thcrefore, we have formally
$\Lambda^{r-v}\Lambda^{\gamma v}=\Lambda^{\prime v}\Lambda^{r-v}=\Lambda^{\gamma O}=1$ , (22)
from (20) and (21). That is, $/V^{-v}$ and $\Lambda^{\gamma\nu}$ are inverse element each other for $\int\in\swarrow d-$ . Moreover,
let $(/V^{v})^{-1}$ be tlie inversc clcinenl to the elcment $\Lambda^{\gamma v_{2}}tllen$
$(\Lambda^{\Gamma^{v}})^{-1}\Lambda^{\prime v}=\Lambda^{\gamma v}(A^{\prime v})^{-\iota}=1$ . (23)
$\prime I^{\cdot}hcrcforc$ , wc liavc
$/r^{-v}=(\Lambda^{\gamma v})^{-1}$ (24)
from (22) and (23), for $\int\in ff$ . And hencc, we caii $\sec$ lhat
$((\Lambda^{fv})^{-1})^{-1}=(\sqrt r^{-v})^{-1}=.\Lambda^{\gamma v}$ (25)
from (24).
Noticc lhat $(\Lambda^{\Gamma^{v}})^{-1}=\sqrt r^{-v_{2}}$ lhcn $i_{I}1$ our fraclional calculus thc invcrse $tr\prime t\iota nsform$ intcgral
10 $V^{1’}$ is given by (1) itsclf liaving $-v$ inslcad of $v$ . This fact is a very symbolic maltcr in our
fractioiial calculus operator.
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if $\Lambda^{\Gamma\propto}\int=\int_{a}\neq 0$ and $\Lambda^{r\beta}f=\int_{\beta}\neq 0$ respcctively, therefore, we havc formally
$J^{a}\Lambda’’=\sqrt V^{\beta}\Lambda^{\gamma\alpha}$ (28)
from (26) and (27), for $\int\in^{{}_{\swarrow}P}$ .
(vi) Continuity of index $1’$ ; Ncxt, because $v\in R,$ namely $-\infty<v<\infty$ , tlien $\{\sqrt r^{v}\}$ is$\cdot$ a set
of $\Lambda^{\Gamma^{v}}$ which has continuous index $v$ if $\int\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ . IIcnce lhe set $\{\Lambda^{fV}\}$ has infnile elemenls $\Lambda^{\Gamma^{V}}$
in number.
By thc above exposition $(i)\sim(vi)$ , we have this theorem clcarly.
Note 1. It is clear that $\Lambda^{\Gamma^{v}}\int\neq f\Lambda^{rv}(v\neq 0)$. Tliat is, only $/V^{v} \int$ has matlicmalical ineaning.
Note 2. Inspile of $\sqrt r^{a}f=f_{\alpha}=0$ , if we calcu[ate as
$\Lambda^{\Gamma\int\}}\mathcal{A}^{r\alpha}\int=/V^{\beta+\alpha}f$ (29)
formally, we can omit lhe condition $\Lambda^{\prime\alpha}\int=\int_{\alpha}.\neq 0$ . (See Note 3.)
Nole 3. If we sct $f=z^{m}(m\in Z^{+}\cup\{0\})$, we have $\Lambda^{r\alpha}f=\int_{a}=0(\alpha\xi Z)$ (Sec Lcmina 2.),
however, whcn we calculate as formally
$\Lambda^{\prime\beta}\Lambda^{r\propto}z^{m}=/V^{\beta}(\sqrt V^{\alpha}z^{n})=\Lambda^{r\beta}(e^{-i\pi\alpha}\frac{\Gamma(-m+\alpha)}{\Gamma(-n\iota)}z^{m-\alpha})$ $(’\}\iota\in Z^{+}, \alpha\not\in Z)$ (30)
$=e^{-i\pi\alpha} \frac{\Gamma(-m+\alpha)}{\Gamma(-m)}\Lambda^{\prime\beta}z^{m-\alpha}=e^{-l\pi(\alpha+\beta)}\frac{\Gamma(-\prime n+\alpha)}{\Gamma(-m)}\cdot\frac{\Gamma(-m+\alpha+\beta)}{\Gamma(-m+\alpha)}z^{m-\alpha-\beta}$ (31)
$=e^{-j\pi(a+\beta)^{\Gamma(-m+\alpha+\beta)}}m-a-\beta=\Lambda^{\prime\alpha+\prime_{Z^{\hslash 1}}}$
, (32)$\overline{\Gamma(-:\}\iota)}z$
thc index law holds.
Thcrcforc, if we calculalc as
$jV’\Lambda^{\prime\alpha}z^{m}=\Lambda^{\Gamma^{\alpha+\beta}}z^{m}$ (inspite of $\Lambda^{r\alpha}z^{m}=0$) (33)
formally, we can oniit lhe condition $\Lambda^{\Gamma^{\alpha}}f=\int_{\alpha}\neq 0$ .
Tlierefore, by lhc abovc exposition $(i)\sim(vi)$ and Note 2, we may have tliis llicorcin
clearly, for $tlle$ funclion $\int\in F=\{\int||\int_{v}|<\infty, v\in R\}$ . (When we calculate as No $te3.$ )
Note 4. $\Gamma rom$ now wc call thc sct $\{\Lambda^{\Gamma^{V}}\}=\{\sqrt V^{v}|v\in R\}$ as $\Gamma rac\downarrow ional$ CaIculus Opcralor
Group for $\int\in\swarrow a^{L}$ ’ and denote this by.F.O.G.” for our convenience. That is, F.O.G.” is an
Abelian product group for $\int\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ which has conlinuous index $v$”.
\S 2. TIic sct $\{\Lambda^{\gamma v}\}$ antl aclioii group
(I) We have the following defnition for action group ([22]. pp. $40\triangleleft 2$ , and pp. 113-133).
$D_{E\Gamma INITION}$ . Let $G=\{g\}$ bc a group, and $A=\{a\}\neq\emptyset$ be a set. When the map from
$G\cross A=\{(g, a)|g\in G, a\in A\}10\Lambda=\{a|a\in A\}$ satisfies lhe properties
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(i) $g_{1}\circ(g_{2}a)=(g_{1}\circ g_{2})a$ for all $g_{1},$ $g_{2}\in G,$ $a\in A$ ,
(ii) $1\circ a=a$ for all $a\in\Lambda$ ,
we say $G$ is a group acting on a sct $A$ ”. Then we call $G$ as “action group”.
Obeyiiig this defnition, we have the following thcorcm.
$T\}1EOREM2$ . $T1\iota e$ “F.O.G. $\{\sqrt{}\psi^{v}\}$” is an “Aclion $\int Jroduct$ group $whic/i1\iota as$ conlinuous index
$v$
”
$\int ort/\iota e$ set $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$.
Proof. Lcl $G=\{\Lambda^{\Gamma^{v}}\},$ $A=\swarrow f$ and $a=f\in\swarrow 0^{L}$ in thc dcfinitioii, we liave tlieii
$\prime V^{\beta}(/V^{\alpha}\int)=(\Lambda’’,r^{\alpha})f$ for all $\Lambda’’,$ $\swarrow V^{\alpha}\in\{.\parallel v\},$ $\int\in\swarrow\neq$,
and $\Lambda^{\gamma 0}\int=1f=f$ for all $f\in\swarrow a^{L}$ .
Tlierefore, we can see tliat $tllc$ set $\{/r^{v}\}$ of our fraclional calculus operalor $\prime r^{v}$ is ‘a
group acting $0\iota\iota$ a set $\swarrow d-$ .
$\ln$ more detail, $\{\Lambda^{\Gamma^{V}}\}$ is an Abelian group acting on a sct $\swarrow a^{L}\cdot$ . Tliat is, “ $1he$ set $\{\Lambda^{rv}\}$ is
an Abelian aclion product group for the set ${}_{\swarrow}P$ , and for continuous index $v$ .
$t$
Cliaplcr 2. Iiiverse of $Nis\mathfrak{l}iiinoto$’s intcgral transformation, invcrse of
Goursat’s traiisformation and tliat of Cauchy’s one
\S 1. A complex integral transformation and its iiiversc
$TrIroIt\mathcal{L}M1$ . Let $Nisliin?oto’s$ complex integral $tran.rfo’\cdot\prime 7?ation$ be
$\mathfrak{R}\{f(\zeta)\}=\frac{\Gamma(\mu+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{\int(\zeta)}{(\zeta-z)^{r\vdash 1}}d\zeta=\Gamma^{i}(z)$ , (1)
for a $gi\nu en$ conslant $\mu\in R,$ $tl\iota ent/\iota e$ inverse to $\Gamma^{\tau}(z)$ is given by
9 $1^{-1} \{l^{-}\cdot(z)\}=\frac{\Gamma(-/\iota+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{c}\frac{\Gamma(z)}{(z-\zeta)^{-\mu+1}}dz$ , (2)
$\iota\nu/\iota e’\cdot e\int(\zeta)$ is $a’\sim eg\iota ilai\cdot finictio/$ in $D$ and $0\neq|\Gamma(z)|<\infty$ . $(\Gamma^{i}0’\cdot t/\iota e$ integral $co/tom\cdot Ccmdt/le$
$do’?tai,\tau D$ offormula $($ ] $)$ , see $f/ICde \int mitionir\iota$ \S 0. And } $\nu f_{l}en/\ell=-n(n\in Z^{+})$ in (1), $re \int er$ to
\S 0. (2). $\Gamma^{r}0’ t/\iota e$ integral contour Cand $t/\iota edon?ainD$ offo’$\cdot$, iula (2) see $t/\iota e\Gamma ig$. $1’$ an $l\Gamma’ig$ . $2’.$ )
$\Gamma ig$ . $1’$ . $\Gamma ig$. $2’$ .
$P;\cdot oof$. Subslilulc (1) into tlic riglit $1\iota and$ sidc of (2), wc have lhen
R. I I. S. of (2) $= \frac{\Gamma(-\mu+1)\Gamma(l^{l}+1)}{(2\pi i)^{2}}\int_{C}\frac{dz}{(z-\zeta)^{-\mu+1}}\int_{C}\frac{\int(\eta)}{(\eta-z)^{\iota+1}}d\eta$ (3)
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$= \frac{\Gamma(-\mu+1)\Gamma(t^{t}+1)}{(2\pi i)^{2}}\int_{c}f(’\dagger)d_{1}\mathfrak{l}\int_{c}\frac{1}{(\eta-z)^{\mu+1}(z-\zeta)^{-\mu+1}}dz$ . (4)
Putting $z-\zeta=w$ and $\eta-\zeta=p\equiv\delta e^{i\phi}$ $(\delta,$ $\phi\in R$ . $\phi=\arg p$ and $\delta\neq 0)$ we have thcn
$\eta-z=(\eta-\zeta)-(z-\zeta)=p-w$ .
Next sel $\iota\nu=pu(u=\iota\nu/p=(1/\delta)e^{-i\phi}|\nu, |\phi|<\pi/2)$ , then we have $($for $C=C)-$
$\int_{\underline{C}}\frac{1}{(1l-z)^{\mu+1}(z-\zeta)^{-\mu\cdot 1- 1}}dz=\int_{-\infty}^{(0+)}\frac{1}{(p-w)^{\mu+1}w^{-\mu+1}}d_{I\mathcal{V}}$ (5)
$= \frac{1}{p}\int_{-\infty e^{-1\phi}}^{\{0+)}u^{-(-\mu+1)}(1-u)^{-(l.+1)}du$ (6)
$= \frac{1}{p}\int_{-\infty}^{\langle 0+)}u^{-(-\mu+1)}(1-n)^{-(\mu+1)}du$ $($for $|\phi|<\pi/2)$ (7)
$= \frac{1}{p}\cdot\frac{2\pi i}{\Gamma(-\mu+1)\Gamma(\mu+1)}$ $($for $-{\rm Re}(\mu\dashv- 1)<{\rm Re}(-\mu)<0)$ . (8)
Substi $\downarrow utiiig(8)$ into (4), we obtain
(4) $= \frac{1}{2\pi i}\int_{c}\frac{\int(\eta)}{\eta-\zeta}d\eta=\frac{1}{2\pi i}\oint\frac{f(\prime 1)}{\eta-\zeta}d\eta=f(\zeta)$ . (9)
In case of $\pi/2<|\phi|\leq\pi$, we have $($for $C=C)+$
$\int_{c,\star}\frac{1}{(\prime|-z)^{\prime\iota\vdash 1}(z-\zeta)^{-/\iota+1}}dz=\int_{\infty}^{(0+)}\frac{1}{(p-w)’’w}dw$ (10)
$= \frac{1}{p}\int_{\infty e^{-1\phi}}\langle 0+)_{u^{-t-\mu\dashv\cdot 1)}(1)^{-(l^{1+1)}}du}-ll$ (11)
$= \frac{1}{p}\int_{-\infty}^{(0+)}u^{-t-\mu+1)}(1-u)^{-(\mu+1)}du$ $($for $\pi/2<|\phi|\leq\pi)$ (12)
$= \frac{1}{p}\cdot\frac{2\pi i}{\Gamma(-\mu-\vdash 1)\Gamma(\mu+1)}$ $($ for $- Rc(\oint\ell+1)<{\rm Re}(-\mu)<0)$ . (13)
Substiluting (13) iiito (4), we obtain (9) again.
Therefore, wc have







TIILORCM 2. We $l \iota ave\int or’??ally$
$\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\mathfrak{R}=\mathfrak{R}\mathfrak{R}^{-1}=1$ (16)’
for $F(z)\neq 0$ ,
$\}\nu/\iota e’.e$ $\Gamma(z)=\mathfrak{R}\{f(\zeta)\}$ . (1)
Proof We liave
$\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\{\Gamma^{r}(z)\}=\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\{\mathfrak{R}\{\int(\zeta)\}\}=\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\mathfrak{R}f(\zeta)$ , (17)
since $\Gamma(z)=\mathfrak{R}\{\int(\zeta)\}$ . $(\Gamma(z)\neq 0)$ (1)
Tliereforc, wc llave formally
$\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\mathfrak{R}=1$ (18)




$\int(\zeta)=\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\{F(z)\}$ . $(\Gamma’(z)\neq 0)$ (15)
Tlicrefore, we havc formally
$9?\mathfrak{R}^{-1}=1$ (20)
from $($ ] $)$ and (19). I-Ience we oblain (16) from (18) and (20) formally, under the condilion.
Noie. Notice that $\mathfrak{R}\{\int(\zeta)\}=f_{/l}=\Gamma(z)$ . (Rcfer to \S 0.(1) and (2))
\S 2. Iiivcrse of Goursat’s $traiisfornlationa\iota ld$ of Caucliy’s onc
(I) Inverse of Goursat’s transformation
COROLLARY 1. Let a complcx integral $trans \int oi\cdot mation$ be
$9 t\{f(\zeta)\}=\frac{\Gamma(n+1)}{2\pi i}\oint\frac{f(\zeta)}{(\zeta-z)^{+1}l}d\zeta=\Gamma^{\ell}(z)$ , (1)
$fo/$ a $\iota\prime ii$ en $con.;ta’\}t/\subset-Z^{\vdash},$ $t/\iota e’\iota t/\iota ei/ve’\cdot se$ to $\Gamma(z)$ is given by
9$1^{-1} \{\Gamma^{v}(z)\}=\frac{\Gamma(-\prime\iota+1)}{2\pi i}\oint\frac{\Gamma(z)}{(z-()^{-n+1}}dz$ , (see \S 0. (2)) (2)
unde” $t/\iota e$ same $co;id!tions$ wilh $t/iat$ of $T/ieorem1,$ $w1_{lC/}- e\backslash \{)$ means a complex contonr integralion
cilong a closed $si\prime 7$ iple $Jo’\cdot danc\iota r|’ ew/ilc/i$ surromids $z \int 0’\cdot\int 0’\cdot mula(1)$ and $\zeta for\int orn$ iula (2).
$Pi\cdot oof$. When $\mu=n(n\in Z^{+})$ wc have
$\mathfrak{R}\{f(\zeta)\}=\frac{\Gamma(n+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{\int(\zeta)}{(\zeta-z)^{\prime+1}}d\zeta$
$= \frac{:\iota!}{2\pi i}C\int)\frac{f(\zeta)}{(\zeta-z)^{n+1}}cl\zeta=\int^{(iI)}(\overline{4})=\Gamma(z)$ (3)
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from \S ]. (1), if $\int(\zeta)$ is a regular function in $D$ .
And wc have
$\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\{\Gamma^{r}(z)\}=\frac{\Gamma(-;\iota+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{c}\frac{\Gamma\prime(z)}{(\overline{4}-\zeta)^{-n\vdash 1}}dz=\frac{\Gamma(-n+1)}{2\pi i}\oint\frac{\Gamma^{t}(z)}{(z-\zeta)^{-,\prime+1}}dz$ (4)
$=1 i_{I}n\muarrow n(\frac{\Gamma(-\mu+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{\Gamma^{i}(z)}{(z-\zeta)^{-\iota+1}}d_{\overline{\mathcal{L}}})$ (5)
from \S 1. (2), having $\mu=n(n\in Z^{+})$ .
Formula (1) is Goursat’s transfonnation. hence fomiula (2) is inverse $Gours?1$’s
transformation.
(II) Inverse of Cauchy’s transformation
COROLLARY 2. Let a complex imegral $trans \int ormation$ be
$i Il\{\int(\zeta)\}=\frac{1}{2\pi i}\oint\frac{f(\zeta)}{\zeta-z}d\zeta=f(z)=F(z)$ , (6)
lhen $t/\iota e$ inverse to $\Gamma(z)$ is given by
$\mathfrak{R}^{-1}\{F(z)\}=\frac{1}{2\pi i}\oint\frac{\Gamma^{i}(z)}{z-\zeta}dz$ (7)
mider the $sa\prime 7?e$ conditions with that $0\int T/ieorem1$ .
Proof Set $\mu=0$ in Theorem 1.
Forinula (6) is Cauchy’s transformation, hence formula (7) is inversc Cauchy’s lransfomia-
tion.
Cliapter 3. $\Gamma^{i}ractiona1$ calculus nietliod to extencled ]inear ordinary
tlifferential $e(1^{uations}$ of $\Gamma^{t}$uclis type
\S 1. Solutions to $\mathfrak{n}$ Nisliinioto’s liiicar lliir[l or($lcr$ ordin.ury differcntial $c(]iialioii$ of $\Gamma^{l}uc1\iota s$ typc
$\iota_{I1}$ a prcvious papcr the following llicorcms werc sliown by the aulhor [8].
THEOREM A. $Iff \in\swarrow^{-}oand\int_{-\lambda}\neq 0,$ $t/\iota en$ the generalized nonhomogeneous linea’$\cdot$ lhird $0’\cdot der$
$O1^{-dinary}$ differential eqnation $0\int Fuchs$ type
$L[r\rho(z), a, b, c, d, A, B, C, \lambda]$
$= \varphi_{3}\cdot v- I-\varphi_{2}\cdot(\lambda v_{1}+g)+\varphi_{1}\cdot\{\lambda(\lambda-1)\frac{1}{2}v_{2}\dashv-\lambda rJ_{1}\}\dashv-\varphi\cdot\lambda(\lambda-1)\frac{1}{2}g_{2}=\int$ $(\iota)\neq 0)$ (1)
$/las$ a $pcn\cdot tict4[(/’$ solntion of the $\int 0’\cdot nl$
$\varphi=((f_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{1}{v}\cdot e^{P(z)})_{-J}\cdot e^{-P\{z))_{\lambda-2}}$ (2)
$\iota\nu/\iota e’\cdot e$
$v=v(z)=(zc-a)(zd-b)$ , (3)
$g=g(z)=z^{2}A-\vdash zB\dashv- C$ , (4)
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$P(z)=(g/u)_{-1}$ , (5)
$\varphi=(\rho(z)(z\in C),$ $f= \int(z)$ (an arbi rary given $\int\iota mction$), and $a,$ $b,$ $c,$ $d,$ $A,$ $B,$ $C$ and $\lambda$ are $gIven$
constants.
$T1iEORDM$ B. TTie $ge;\iota$eralized $lio’?\iota ogeneous$ linear $t/\iota ird$ order ordinary $di\parallel ere$; tiol equation
$0\int\Gamma uc/Is\iota_{J’1^{y}}e$
$L[\varphi(z), a, b, c, d, A, B, C, \lambda]=0$ $(v\neq 0)$ (6)
$/\iota as$ solntions of the $\int orm$
$\varphi=K(e^{-P(z)})_{\lambda-2}$ , (7)
$\}|^{J}/\iota ereP(z)$ is$\cdot$ $t/\iota eoncs/\iota 0)\nu n$ by (5) and $K$ is an arbllrary conslant.
TII$\Gamma OREM$ C. $Iff\in\swarrow o^{-}$ and $f_{-\lambda}\neq 0$ , lhen $t/ \iota e\int ractionalcli\parallel eritegrated$functions
$\varphi=((f_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{]}{v}\cdot e^{P(z)})_{-1}\cdot e^{-P\langle z))_{\lambda-2}}+K(e^{-P(z)})_{\lambda-2}$ $(v\neq 0)$ (8)
salisfy $t/\iota e$ gerieralized $non/iomogeneous$ differential equation (1). WTiere $P(z)$ is$\cdot$ $t/ie \int nnctio’ is/io\iota vn$
by (5), and $K$ is an arbitrary constant.
Nole. Letting
$\frac{g}{v}=\frac{z^{2}A+zB+C}{(zc-a)(zd-b)}=p+\frac{q}{zc-a}+\frac{r}{zd-b}$ $(z \neq\frac{a}{c},$ $\frac{b}{d})$ , (9)
we oblaiii
$\rho=A/cd$ $(cd\neq 0)$ , (10)
$q=(A \cdot\frac{a^{2}}{c}+Ba+Cc)/(ad-bc)$ $(ad\neq bc)$ , (11)
$r=-(A \cdot\frac{b^{2}}{d}+Bb+Cd)/(ad-bc)(ad\neq bc)$ . (] 2)
I-Icnce il follows that
$P(z)=( \backslash \frac{q}{1)})_{-1}=pz+|og\{(zc-a)^{q/c}\cdot(zd-b)^{r/d}\}$ (13)
from (9). Therefore we have
$\varphi=((f_{-\lambda}\cdot e^{pz}(zc-a)^{(q/\iota)-1}\cdot(zd-b)^{\langle r/d)-1})_{-1}\cdot e^{pz}\cdot(zc-a)^{-\pi/e}\cdot(zd-b)^{-r/d})_{\lambda-2}$ (14)
for $cd\neq 0,$ $ad\neq bc$ , from (2), $wJJcre1),$ $q$ alld $r$ are $t1_{1}e$ ones $sllown$ by (10), (11) and (12)
respectively.
\S 2. Lxlciisioii $of\downarrow[lcTlicorcmsA,$ $Bal\mathfrak{l}dC[9]$
Wi $t11\lfloor[]c$ llcl}$)$ of $Nisl_{1}i_{1}\mathfrak{n}oto$ ’s fraclion $\zeta’\iota 1$ calculus $([11]\sim\lfloor 12])$ wc can dcrivc $\lfloor\downarrow 1Gfo1$ lowing
theorems for more generalizcd lincar higher order ordinary diffcrentia] equation than tlie one
whicli $al\cdot e$ shown in \S 1.
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$T:IHOREM1$ . If $f\in\swarrow a^{-}$ and $\int_{-\lambda}\neq 0$ , then the extended $nonho;?\iota ogeneous$ differintegral *
equalion of $\Gamma’uc/\iota sty/$)$e$ (see Note 3 $for^{*}$)
$L[\varphi(z), n\iota, n;a, b, c, d;A, B, C;\lambda]$
$= \varphi_{l}\cdot v+\sum_{k=1}^{\prime l}\varphi_{I}-k\{G(\lambda, k)v_{k}+G(\lambda, k-1)g_{k-1}\}+\varphi_{\iota-n-1}\cdot G(\lambda, n)g_{n}=\int$ $(v\neq 0)$ (1)
$hos$ a parlicular solution of the form
$\varphi=((f_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{1}{v}\cdot e^{P(z)})_{-1}\cdot e^{-P\langle z)})_{\lambda-\prime\prime 1+1}$ (2)
$wh_{C\prime}\cdot e$
$v=v(Z, J1)=z^{JI}cd-z^{n-1}(bc+ad)+z^{n-2}ab$ , (3)
$g=g(z, n)=z^{n}\Lambda+z^{\prime\prime-1}B+z^{n-2}C$ , (4)
$P(z)=(g/v)_{-1}$ $(v\neq 0)$ , (5)
$G( \lambda, k)=\frac{\Gamma(\lambda+1)}{\Gamma(\lambda+1-k)\Gamma(k+1)}$ , (6)
$\iota\in Z,$ $(n-2)\in Z^{+}\cup\{0\},$ $z\in C,$ $\varphi_{0}=\varphi=\varphi(z),f=f(z)$ is know $t$ (an arbilrary $given \int m\iota ction$), and




$w,,,+ \lambda v+\sum_{k=1}^{\prime 1}w_{1}-k+\lambda\{G(\lambda, k)v_{\iota}+G(\lambda, /c-1)g_{k-1}\}+w_{\iota-n-1+\lambda}G(\lambda, n)g_{n}=\int$ $(v\neq 0)$ . (8)
l-Icre we have
$(w_{|l}, \cdot v)_{\lambda}=\sum_{k=0}^{\prime t}G(\lambda, k)w_{m+\lambda-k}v_{k}$ (9)
and
$(| \nu_{\iota-1},\cdot g)_{\lambda}=\sum_{k\approx O}^{\prime l}G(\acute{\lambda}, k)w,,,-1+\lambda-kg_{k}=\sum_{k\approx 1}^{\prime l+1}G(\lambda, k-1)w_{1+\lambda-k},g_{k-1}$ , (10)
since
$(w, \cdot z^{it})_{\lambda}=\sum_{k=0}’’G(\lambda, /c)|v,(z^{n})_{k}$ $(n\in Z^{+}u\{0\})$ (11)
(by tlie geiierali $\angle ed$ Leibnilz rulc).
Subslituling (9) and (10) iiito thc lcft hand side of (8), yields
$(tI_{\mathfrak{n}}^{J}.v)_{\lambda}+(w_{m-1}\cdot g)_{\lambda}=f$, (12)
llencc





$u_{1}+u \cdot\frac{g}{v}=\int_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{1}{v}$ . (15)
A parlicular solulion to this linear frst order ordinary differential equation is given by
$u=(f_{-\lambda} \cdot\frac{1}{v}.C^{(ff/|r)- l)_{-1}\cdot e^{-(g/v)-\iota}}$ (16)
Thns wc obtain (2) from (16), (14) and (7).
Inverse]y, substituting (2) into the left hand side of (1), we obtain
L.I I.S. of (1) $=u_{1\{\lambda}v+ \sum_{k=1}’’u_{1+\lambda-k}\{G(\lambda, k)v_{k}+G(\lambda, k-1)g_{k-1}\}+u_{\lambda-,:}\cdot G(\lambda, n)g_{n}$ (17)
$= \sum_{k=0}^{tI}.G(\lambda, k)(\iota\iota_{1+\lambda-k}\cdot v_{k}+u_{\lambda-k}\cdot g_{k})$
$=(u_{1}\cdot v\dashv- u\cdot g)_{\lambda}$ (18)
$=( \int_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{1}{v}\cdot e^{P\langle z)}\cdot e^{-l’(z)}\cdot v+(\int_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{1}{v}e^{P(z)})_{-1}\cdot(-P_{1}(z))e^{-P(z)}\cdot v$
$\dashv-(\int_{-\lambda}\cdot\frac{]}{v}e^{P\langle z)})_{-1}-\cdot e^{-P(z)}\cdot g)_{\lambda}$ (19)
$=(f_{-\lambda})_{\lambda}$
$= \int$ , (20)
since
$P(z)=(g/v)_{-1}$ $(v\neq 0)$ . (5)
Tliis TIicorcm 1 is an cxtcndcd onc from Theorem A.
Noie]. l-Icre we uscd the $i$) $otationst)k$ and $g_{k}$ inslead of $(v(z, l1))_{k(z)}$ and $(g(z, n))_{k(z)}$
rcspcctively for tlie sakc of our convenicnce.
For thc notation $( \int(z_{1}, z_{2}))_{v_{k}(z_{k})}$ (which means a fractional and partial differintegration of
aibilrary order $v_{k}$ , with rcspcct lo $z_{k},$ of tlie function $f=f(z_{1}, z_{2}))$ rcfcre to $([11|$ , Vol. 3) and
$([12\rfloor pp$ . $160-163)$ for cxamplc.
2. Remember tltat $v$ and $gcontaii\iota n$ rcspeclively in $\langle$2).
3. For $lt\geqq n+$ ], (1) is a differenlial equation,
for $n+1>\iota>0,$ (1) is a diffcrintegra] cqu.ation, and
for $m\leqq 0$ , $($ ] $)$ is an integral cquation.
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